Title word cross-reference

1997 [124].

27-year [27].

'99 [125].


Game [105]. Generality [46, 47]. Goes [113, 110].


Key [115, 116]. Kristen [86].
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Santa [124]. Scandinavian [86]. School [86]. Science
sharks [117]. Should [90]. SIGMOD [125]. Signatures [115]. simplicity
[101]. Sir [119]. sixteenth [124]. Society [82]. Software [126, 18, 55]. Some
symposium [124]. Synthesis [1, 52]. System [85]. System/360 [85].
Systems [109, 110, 1, 113, 100, 31, 73, 52].
Thought [14, 41]. Tim [119]. Time [78, 60]. Today [120]. tolerance [97].
Tool [14, 41]. Tour [23]. Trends [100]. Trust [19, 127, 65]. Trusting
[19, 127, 65]. Turing
[120, 122, 83, 91, 82, 111, 90, 115, 119, 70, 81, 113, 87, 69, 12, 79, 37, 77, 118,
103, 43, 112, 121, 76, 104, 80, 88, 89, 96, 60, 78, 117, 100]. twenty [122].
Underpin [119]. USA [124, 125]. use [114]. Usher [120].
Valiant [101, 102]. Verification [81, 59, 92]. View [3, 36]. Visionaries
[121]. vs [50].
Web [119]. Whitfield [114]. Wide [119]. will [31, 73]. Win [121]. winners
year [27]. years [122, 112].
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